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Report Visiting Fellowships 

 

 

Name: Asad Darawsha 

E-mail address: asad_da@hotmail.com 

Country of residence: Israel 

Country of visiting fellowship: Italy 

Name of the host: Istituto Orthopedico Rizzoli-Bologna  

Dates of visiting fellowship: 2019/2020 

 

 

Expenses: 

Travel:  EUR 2,000 

Accommodation: EUR 15,000 

Other expenses: EUR 25,000 
 

 

  

Topic 
Please tick one of 

the boxes  
1 (poor) to 5 (very good) 

Your comments, 

thoughts,  

recommendations  
1 2 3 4 5 

Education 

Could you improve your knowledge 

and gain new experiences? 
     

I learned new surgical 

technique about TKR and THR 

(anterior approach) and 

REVISION. 

Host Department 

How was your communication with 

your host centre (regarding 

accommodation, programme, etc.)? 
     

I expressed good social 

relations witch gave me the 

opportunity to attend social 

activity. 

Did they offer you a social 

programme?      
I participated in a number of 

orthopaedics conferences. 
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Report to EFORT: 

 

 

During my fellowship I studied and experimented with 

professional tools in: 

 
1. Joint replacement surgery in particular anterior approach of the 

hip. 

2. Revision joint replacement. 

3. Collegial attitude while working and making friends even after 

working hours. 

4. Development in my professional class in the hospital. 

5. My fellowship in Rizzoli gave me experience and impression of the 

beauty of Italy and left a professional and personal imprint on me. 

 

For the sake of professional advancement, I chose Rizzoli medical 

center in order to learn new surgical approaches in the field of 

joint replacement. All this is to be used in the future and take 

advantage of the knowledge I have acquired and bring it to the 

hospital where I work. 

 
I learned all the steps, starting with the patient receiving, 

supporting and explanation, accompaniment and participation in 

surgeries. 

I learned about the surgery complications intraoperative and 

postoperative. 
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I was also given the opportunity to perform surgery under the 
guidance of Prof. Faldini which gave me a key to gaining a great 
deal of experience.  

I learned to monitor patients well after surgery and to know fast 

postoperative rehabilitation methods. 

 

I also had the opportunity to join the clinics at the hospital 

together with the doctors and give an extended explanation to 

the patient before and after the surgeries. 

 

During the fellowship I participated in a number of orthopedic 

conferences through which I acquired many and varied 

professional tools. 

 

My joining to the team was quick and good, so in this occasion I 

would like to thank the team who helped me a lot during my 

experience specially Prof. Faldini who considered one of the best 

in this field in the world.  

 

My good social relations gave me the opportunity to also attend 

family parties and a trip with my friends during this time. 

 

In my warm recommendation I expressed my willingness to send 

a young intern to Prof Faldini to allow him promotion and study as 

I gained. 
 

I currently work as a responsible of joint replacement surgery at 

the hospital where I am employed. 
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For conclusion, I want to show that Rizzoli medical center is one 

of the best hospital in the world and also Prof Faldini is very 

recommended person to work and learn with.  

 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the financial 

support that allowed me to learn and gain more experience. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


